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Abstract – This study reviewed and evaluated some of the 

existing way of computing carbon stocks using eight 

indigenous tree species like Mansonia, Shorea, Bombax, 

TerminaliaSuperba, KhayaGrandifolia, Khaya Senegalenses, 

Pines and GmelinaArborea. While these components are the 

essential elements of REDD+ programme, they can be 

brought under a broader framework of systems analysis 

designed to arrive at optimal solutions for future predictions 

through statistical distribution pattern of carbon 

sequestrated by various species of tree. Available data on 

height and diameter of trees in Ibadan were studied and their 

respective potentials of carbon sequestration level were 

assessed and subjected to tests so as to determine the best 

statistical distribution that would describe the carbon 

sequestration pattern of trees. The result of this study 

suggests a reasonable statistical distribution for carbons 

sequestered in simulation studies and hence, allow planners 

and government in determining resources forecast for 

sustainable development especially where experiments with 

real life systems are infeasible. Sustainable management of 

forest can then be achieved by projecting future condition of 

forests under different management regimes thereby 

supporting conservation and REDD+ programmes in 

Nigeria. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Climate change is different from the generally known 

terms such as climatic fluctuations or climatic variability. 

These terms denote the inherent dynamic nature of climate 

on various temporal scales. Such temporal scale variations 

could be monthly, seasonal, annual, decadal, periodic, 

quasi-periodic or non-periodic. Climate change is caused 

by two basic factors, which include natural processes 

(biogeographical) and human activities (anthropogenic). 

The natural processes are the astronomical and the 

extraterrestrial factors. The astronomical factors include 

the changes in the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit, changes 

in the obliquity of the plane of ecliptic and changes in 

orbital procession while the extra-terrestrial factors are 

solar radiation’s quantity and quality among others. On the 

other hand, the anthropogenic factor in climate change 

involves human activities that either emit large amount of 

greenhouse gases into the atmosphere that depletes the 

ozone layer or activities that reduce the amount of carbons 

absorbed from the atmosphere (Ayoade, 2003). 

The human factors that emit large amounts of 

greenhouse gases include industrialization, burning of 

fossil fuel, gas flaring, urbanization and agriculture. On 

the other hand, human activities that reduce the amount of 

carbon sinks are deforestation, alterations in land use, 

water pollution and agricultural practices. The human 

factors have been proven to be responsible for the ongoing 

warming of the earth (IPCC 2007). The emitted 

greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide (CO2), 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), methane (CH4) and nitrous 

oxide (N2O), carbon monoxide (CO) sulphur (IV) oxides 

(SO2) and so on. CO2 currently contributes the highest rate 

of the greenhouse gases followed by CH4, CFCs, N2O and 

others (like halons, tropospheric ozone, sulphuric 

hexafluoride (SF6). Although CO2 has the highest 

contribution to greenhouse gases, its potency is far lower 

(Ayoade, 2003). 

 
Fig.1. Overview of alalubosa watershed area in ibadan 

(1968 -1990) 
Cs: Cassia siamea, Tg: Tectonagrandis, Ga: Gmelinaarborea  

Ts: Triplochitonscleroxylon Pc: Pinuscaribeae  

Ce: Casuarinaequisetifolia 

Base map of Alalubosa watershed area showing locations of 

prominent tree species 

Source: Shirlaw and Henry, 1968. 
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Although the potency of CO2 released into the 

atmosphere through human activities may be significantly 

lower than many other greenhouse gases, the much greater 

volume of its emissions still makes it the most important 

gas in humans’ enhancement of the natural greenhouse 

effect. Available evidences show that climate change will 

be global, likewise its impacts, but the biting effects will 

be felt more by the developing countries, especially those 

in Africa, due to our low level of coping capabilities 

(Nwafor, 2006; Jagtap, 2007).  

The removal of trees without sufficient reforestation has 

resulted in damage to habitat, biodiversity loss and aridity. 

It has adverse impacts on sequestration of atmospheric 

carbon dioxide. Deforested regions typically incur 

significant adverse soil erosion and frequently degrade 

into wasteland. Disregard or ignorance of intrinsic value, 

lack of ascribed value, lax forest management and 

deficient environmental laws are some of the factors that 

allow deforestation to occur on a large scale. In many 

countries, deforestation, both naturally occurring and 

human induced, is an ongoing issue. Deforestation causes 

extinction, changes to climatic conditions, desertification, 

and displacement of populations as observed by current 

conditions and in the past through the fossil record 

(Sahney, et al, 2010). 

 
Fig.2. Overview of alalubosa watershed area in ibadan 

presently 

 

II. REDUCING EMISSIONS FROM 

DEFORESTATION AND FOREST DEGRADATION 

(REDD+) 
 

It is estimated that greenhouse gas emissions from 

deforestation and forest degradation contribute up to 20% 

of global emissions. This has led to interest in reducing 

emissions from deforestation and forest degradation - 

known as REDD.REDD+ (or REDD-plus) also includes 

conservation and sustainable management of forests and 

the enhancement of forest carbon stocks. 

REDD+ has been discussed in international climate 

negotiations since 2005, with a focus on developing new 

policies and financial incentives to curb emissions from 

forests. Since the idea of REDD+ was first proposed, there 

has been a focus on a range of issues from the need to 

support "readiness" to allow countries to prepare for 

implementing REDD+ to discussing social and 

environmental safeguards and co-benefits. An article 

published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 

estimates that CO2 comprises about 52.1 percent of a 

softwood tree's dry weight and about 49.1 percent of a 

hardwood's dry weight. There are always slight regional 

variations. Also, according to an article by the University 

of Nebraska Lincoln Extension, an average tree is about 

27.5 percent moisture and 72.5 percent dry matter. The 

level at which carbon sequestrates depends on the growth 

characteristics of the species of tree under study and the 

conditions for growth where the tree is planted which 

eventually gives information about the volume of the tree. 

The rate of carbon sequestrated is much greater at the 

younger stages of tree growth, between 20 to 50 years. 

Hence, this study aimed at studying the distributions of 

carbon stocks available in eight tree species and hence 

rank them using established methods in statistics. 

 

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
 

The carbon stocks of eight tree species was computed 

from the height and dbh data collected by the growth and 

yield section of the Forestry Research Institute of Nigeria, 

Ibadan and below are the steps used in computing the CO2 

sequestered in the species of tree considered. 

1. Weight of a standing (living) tree (green weight) was 

computed using W = 0.25D
2
H and W = 0.15D

2
H (for 

trees with diameter < 11 and > 11 respectively) where; 

W represents the aboveground weight of the tree in 

pounds (lbs.), D is the diameter in inches, and H 

represents the height in feet (ft.). A tree's diameter 

decreases as you climb.  

2. The aboveground weight W was then multiplied by 120 

percent or 1.2 to estimate the weight of the root system 

(Wrs). 

3. We determined the dry weight Wd, or the weight of a 

cut tree, this can be done by multiplying the green 

weight (Wrs) by 72.5 percent or 0.725. Note that the 

actual percentage of dry to moist depends on the tree's 

species and the region in which it is located. If you are 

able to determine the exact species, you can find the 

http://redd-net.org/themes/international-negotiations
http://redd-net.org/themes/international-negotiations
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proper dry weight percentage and substitute it in place 

of the 72.5 percent.  

4. We obtained the estimate of the carbon content at 50 

percent of the tree's total dry weight (Wd).  

5. The content of the tree's CO2 was multiplied by 3.6663 

to determine the weight of the carbon stored by the tree. 

Note also that CO2 is composed of one molecule of 

Carbon and 2 molecules of Oxygen. 

 The atomic weight of Carbon is 12.001115. 

 The atomic weight of Oxygen is 15.9994. 

 The weight of CO2 is C+2*O=43.999915. 

 The ratio of CO2 to C is 43.999915/12.001115=3.6663. 

6. Divide the estimated weight of the tree's CO2 

sequestered by the age of the tree if you are interested in 

the annual sequestration total.  

Hence, for Mansonia, we have that; 

 

IV. COMPUTATION OF CARBON STOCKS 
 

Tables 1: Computation of Carbon Stocks for Mansonia 
Mansonia 

Height DBH FEET INCH Abvgrnd W green W dry W carbon C CO2 Sequestrated 

10 10 32.808399 3.9370079 127.1328021 152.5593625 110.6055378 55.3027689 202.7565416 

10.5 11 34.44881895 4.33070869 161.522225 193.82667 140.5243358 70.26216789 257.6021861 

12 15 39.3700788 5.90551185 343.2585656 411.9102787 298.6349521 149.317476 547.4426624 

7.5 6 24.60629925 2.36220474 34.32585656 41.19102787 29.86349521 14.9317476 54.74426624 

13 10.5 42.6509187 4.133858295 182.2130886 218.6557063 158.5253871 79.26269353 290.6008133 

13 11 42.6509187 4.33070869 199.9798977 239.9758772 173.982511 86.99125548 318.93604 

14 15.5 45.9317586 6.102362245 427.6111798 513.1334157 372.0217264 186.0108632 681.9716277 

13 17.5 42.6509187 6.889763825 506.1474682 607.3769619 440.3482974 220.1741487 807.2244813 

4.5 4.5 14.76377955 1.771653555 11.58497659 13.90197191 10.07892963 5.039464816 18.47618985 

8 9.5 26.2467192 3.740157505 91.78988309 110.1478597 79.85719829 39.92859915 146.390223 

11.5 13 37.72965885 5.11811027 247.0826008 296.499121 214.9618627 107.4809314 394.0573386 

9.5 12.5 31.16797905 4.921259875 188.7127531 226.4553037 164.1800952 82.09004759 300.9667415 

9 12.9 29.5275591 5.078740191 190.4055263 228.4866316 165.6528079 82.82640395 303.6664448 

14 14.5 45.9317586 5.708661455 374.2154029 449.0584835 325.5674005 162.7837003 596.8138803 

 

Table 2a: Descriptive Statistics of Carbon Stocks in four different tree species 

Specie ------  Mansonia  shorea bombax KhayaGrandifolivla 

count 14  27  56  17  

mean 351.546388  268.425293  616.121390  934.388435  

sample variance 53,759.297315  48,763.457504  383,783.328843  296,130.994753  

sample standard deviation 231.860513  220.824495  619.502485  544.179194  

minimum 18.47618985  36.8003123  19.1888791  117.1932811  

maximum 807.2244813  820.3529674  3017.017339  1900.842578  

range 788.7482915  783.5526551  2997.82846  1783.649297  

          

confidence interval 95.% lower 217.674114  181.070032  450.217541  654.597311  

confidence interval 95.% upper 485.418663  355.780554  782.025239  1,214.179558  

half-width 133.872274  87.355261  165.903849  279.791124  

          

skewness 0.552154  0.846141  2.030677  0.086625  

kurtosis -0.344811  -0.039864  4.319846  -1.076594  

coefficient of variation (CV) 65.95% 82.27% 100.55% 58.24% 

 

Table 2b: Descriptive Statistics of Carbon Stocks in four different tree species 

Specie ------   TerminaliaSuperba pines gmelina Khayasenegalensis 

count 41  189  130  31  

mean 3,505.889077  600.817633  2,201.733872  3,427.391674  

sample variance 6,462,986.468893  167,675.638608  3,509,220.881446  5,967,899.760962  

sample standard deviation 2,542.240443  409.482159  1,873.291457  2,442.928521  

minimum 102.189297  25.3445677  9.935070539  886.857113  

maximum 10431.82407  2442.470182  10163.45551  9820.391439  

range 10329.63477  2417.125615  10153.52044  8933.534326  

          

confidence interval 95.% lower 2,703.458981  542.060999  1,876.665207  2,531.318258  
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confidence interval 95.% upper 4,308.319172  659.574268  2,526.802536  4,323.465090  

half-width 802.430096  58.756635  325.068664  896.073416  

          

skewness 0.785300  1.260103  1.590333  1.467505  

kurtosis 0.078126  2.259788  3.263087  1.385387  

coefficient of variation (CV) 72.51% 68.15% 85.08% 71.28% 

 

Likelihood  
Consider the distribution below 
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This reduces to a 2 parameter Inverse Gaussian 
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We then compute the Log-likelihood 
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Also, for the Generalized Extreme Value distribution we 

have that; 
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then, we have that; 
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Hence, the log-likelihood is given by; 
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Computation of AIC, AICc and BIC 
The BIC is an asymptotic result derived under the 

assumptions that the data distribution is in the exponential 

family. Let: 

 x = the observed data; 

 n = the number of data points in x, the number 

of observations, or equivalently, the sample size; 

 k = the number of free parameters to be estimated. If the 

estimated model is a linear regression, k is the number 

of regressors, including the intercept; 

   ( | ) = the probability of the observed data given the 

vector of parameters   ; or, the likelihood of the 

parameters given the dataset; 

 L = the maximized value of the likelihood function for 

the estimated model. 

The formula for the BIC is: 

       ( | )                  ( ) 

In the general case, the AIC is 

            ( ) 

Where k is the number of parameters in the statistical 

model, and L is the maximized value of the likelihood 

function for the estimated model. 

Given a set of Statistical distribution for the data, the 

preferred distribution is the one with the minimum AIC 

value. Hence AIC not only rewards goodness of fit, but 

also includes a penalty that is an increasing function of the 

number of estimated parameters. This penalty 

discourages overfitting (increasing the number of free 

parameters in the distribution improves the goodness of 

the fit, regardless of the number of free parameters in the 

data-generating process). 

AICc is AIC with a correction for finite sample sizes: 

         
  (   )

     
 

where n denotes the sample size. Thus, AICc is AIC with a 

greater penalty for extra parameters. 

Burnham & Anderson (2002) strongly recommend using 

AICc, rather than AIC, if n is small or k is large. Since 

AICc converges to AIC as n gets large. AIC should be 

used instead of AICc, when n is not many times larger 

than k
2
 as it increases the probability of selecting 

distributions that have too many parameters, i.e. of 

overfitting. The probability of AIC overfitting can be 

substantial, in some cases.  

Hence, the table below shows the computation of BIC, 

AIC and AICc for the identified distribution suggested to 

have better fit the carbon stocks of the eight species under 

study using the Kolmogorov Sminov, Anderson Darlin 

and Chi-square statistic. 

 

 
Fig.4: Graph of Statistical distribution of Carbon Stock of 

Mansonia. 
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Fig.5. Graph of Statistical distribution of Carbon Stock of 

Shorea 

 

 
Fig.6. Graph of Statistical distribution of Carbon Stock of 

bombax 

 

Table 3: Goodness of fit of Statistical distribution for Carbon stocks using Kolmogorov Sminov,  Anderson Darlin and 

Chi-square statistic 

 
 

 

 
Fig.7. Graph of Statistical distribution of Carbon Stock of 

gmelina 
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Table 4: Fitness of Statistical distribution in Carbon Stocks of eight tree species 
All Species N Distribution LOG-likelihood AIC AICc BIC MEAN & VARIANCE 

CARBON 

STOCK 505 

INV. GAUSSIAN -3740.31 7484.62 7484.643904 7493.069117 1410.55, 7.36E+006 

LOGNORMAL -4151.84 8307.68 8307.703904 8316.129117 1569.75, 9.098E+006 

LOG-LOGISTIC -4155.35 8314.7 8314.723904 8323.149117 2092.03, INF 

 

 
Fig.8. Graph of Statistical distribution of Carbon Stock of 

khaya G 

 

 
Fig.9. Graph of Statistical distribution of Carbon Stock of 

khaya S 

 

 
Fig.10. Graph of Statistical distribution of Carbon Stock of 

Pines 

 

 
Fig.11. Graph of Statistical distribution of Carbon Stock of 

Terminalia S. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

In simulation study of carbon stock weibull distribution 

could be useful having ranked best across various species 

of tree considered and can also be useful to investors in 

plantation to predict their likely profit in Carbon Stock 

trading. 
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